Optomechanical coupling between the motion of a mechanical oscillator and a cavity represents a new arena for experimental investigation of quantum effects on the mesoscopic and macroscopic scale. The motional sidebands of the output of a cavity offer ultra-sensitive probes of the dynamics. We introduce a scheme whereby these sidebands split asymmetrically and show how they may be used as experimental diagnostics and signatures of quantum noise limited dynamics. We show splitsidebands with controllable asymmetry occur by simultaneously modulating the light-mechanical coupling g and ωM -slowly and out of-phase. Such modulations are generic but already occur in optically trapped set-ups where the equilibrium point of the oscillator is varied cyclically. We analyse recently observed, but overlooked, experimental split-sideband asymmetries; although not yet in the quantum regime, the data suggests that split sideband structures are easily accessible to future experiments.
Cavity optomechanics offers rich possibilities for experimental investigation of the theory of quantum measurement and the role of quantum noise [1, 2] . Several groups have successfully cooled a mechanical oscillator via its coupling to a mode of an electromagnetic cavity [3] [4] [5] down to its quantum ground state (or very close to it) i.e. mean phonon occupancy n ph < ∼ 1. Readout of the temperature was achieved by detection of motional sidebands in the cavity output; the theory for quantum sidebands was elucidated in [6, 7] . The cavity fields serve a dual purpose: they provide not only the laser cooling but also an ultrasensitive means for detection of displacements on the scale of quantum zero-point fluctuations; this has motivated considerable interest in quantum-limited measurements in this context, following the early pioneering work by Braginsky and Khalili [8] .
An important development was the detection of an asymmetry [9] [10] [11] in the two frequency peaks (sidebands) of the output power of a probe beam detuned to the positive and negative side of the cavity resonance. Albeit indirectly [10, 11] , the observations mirror an underlying asymmetry in the motional spectrum: an oscillator in its ground state n ph = 0, can absorb a phonon and down-convert the photon frequency (Stokes process); but it can no longer emit any energy and upconvert a photon (anti-Stokes process).
Sideband asymmetry has become an important tool in optomechanics and has now been used to establish cooling limited by only quantum backaction [12] . Ponderomotive squeezing, whereby narrowband cavity output falls below the technical imprecision noise floor is also of much current interest [13] [14] [15] though is also observed in oscillators in a high thermal state.
Recent rapid progress on cooling optically levitated systems suggests ground state cooling may be in sight [16] [17] [18] . This strongly motivates development of robust probes of the quantum dynamics. Such systems offer unique potential to sensitively probe quantum noises due to their near complete decoupling from environmental heating and decoherence. They also readily access the quantum shot-noise limit [17] , since in a vacuum, the mechanical damping Γ M → 0.
A standard optomechanical system comprises a mechanical oscillator interacting with a laser-driven cavity. In the frame rotating with the driving laser, typical experimental regimes using an extraordinarily broad range of physical platforms (cantilevers, microtoroids, membranes, photonic crystals) are well described by the two-coupled oscillator Hamiltonian:
a † ,â are creation and annihilation operators for small fluctuations cavity mode about its equilibrium value α whilex ≡b +b † (in appropriately scaled units) represents a small displacement of the mechanical oscillator about its equilibrium position x 0 . Dissipative processes are treated by standard input-output theory, including input noises incident in the optical cavity
in where κ, Γ M are the cavity and mechanical damping rates while g is the strength of the optomechanical coupling.
However, here we consider instead a harmonically modulated optomechanical coupling g(t) = 2ḡ sin ω d t and mechanical frequency ω M (t) = ω M + 2ω 2 cos 2ω d t.
Other studies have investigated periodically modulated optomechanics, but interest has been focused on resonant driving ω d ∼ ω M , |∆| [19, 20] leading to interesting effects like squeezing or OMIT [21] . In contrast, here we investigate systems which are modulated slowly ω M ω d (so as to preserve linearisation about x 0 (t) and α) and hence are far off-resonant. In addition, the g, ω M modulations are out of phase, in the sense that when the mechanical frequency is a maximum, the magnitude of coupling strength between motion and cavity field is a minimum; and vice-versa.
Added impetus to our study is provided by its relevance to optically trapped systems including levitated (a) For set-ups where an oscillator is dipole-force trapped by the standing wave of a cavity mode there is no optomechanical cooling at the antinode x0 = 0 (the potential minimum of an optical well of width λ/2), since there is no light-matter coupling. Hence, such set-ups [26, 29] require an auxiliary field to pull the centre of the mechanical oscillation away from x0 = 0. In electro-optical traps [29] , a slow oscillation is induced such that x0(t) = X d sin ω d t . For small oscillations, we show this corresponds to an effective modulation of the coupling coupling g(t) = 2g sin ω d t and a simultaneous, out-of-phase, modulation of the mechanical frequency ωM (t) = ωM + 2ω2 cos (2ω d t). (b) For a small (X d λ) modulation, ω2 ≈ 0 and only g is appreciably modulated. In that case, while the displacement spectrum, Sxx(ω) ≡ |x(ω)| 2 , is still peaked at ±ω ωM , the experimental cavity spectrum, (Syy(ω)) exhibits a characteristic structure of "twin peaks" at ±ω = ωM ± ω d [16] . (c) For larger modulations, the effect of ω2 > 0 is to produce additional ±2ω d side-peaks in thê x(ω) spectrum. There is constructive enhancement of the ωM − ω d peak, and destructive cancellation of the ωM + ω d peak, so the "twin peak" structure is replaced by a pair of peaks of asymmetric heights. For small g, the ratio between peaks
. This asymmetry is distinct from the usual Stokes/antiStokes sideband asymmetry at ±ω ωM , which is still present. (d) In thermal regimes, the ratio r is insensitive to ΓM ; however, as ΓM → 0 and the backaction limit is attained, correlations between back-action and incoming noise alters the relative heights of the peaks, mainly since ponderomotive squeezing lowers the height of the ωM + ω d peak relative to the imprecision floor. For incoming quantum shot noise, significant changes in r arise only if the oscillator is near the ground state. Inset reproduces (classical) data from nanoparticles [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . We show here that the anti-phase g, ω M modulation arises automatically if the mean position of the oscillator varies harmonically x 0 (t) = X D sin ω d t. We find it accounts for previously unexplained asymmetries in the sidebands of levitated oscillators, nanoparticles in hybrid electrical-optical traps [16, 29] . Such traps to date provide the only experimental realisation of stable trapping and cooling of a nanoparticle at high vacuum, in a cavity. When strongly cooled, the linearised dynamics of Eq.1 dominate the dynamics [16] . We emphasize the results of the study are generic to any set-up that can achieve these anti-phase g, ω M modulations; but we illustrate and test the model against numerics used to simulate hybrid trap dynamics [16] and optically trapped particles, as illustrated in Fig.1(a) .
The equations of motion for the standard set-up Eq.1 are solved [1] in frequency space. In terms of quadrature
+â(ω) one may write:
where
−1 represents the optical susceptibility. In this well-known form, the first term represents the back-action of the mechanical motion on the cavity field, the second the cavity-filtered incoming quantum noise. The measurable, cavity output spectrum is then obtained from input-output theory [1] â out (ω) =â in − √ κâ(ω) by considering the interference with the incoming ( imprecision noise, typically shot noise from the laser), sô
. If we include the modulation of g(t) we obtain instead:
We elucidate details in [30] , but the notable difference between the standard case and the modulated optomechanics is that in Eq.3 the optical field does not probe the displacement spectrumx(ω) but rather is sensitive to the interference between shifted spectra at ω M ± ω d . For ω 2 0, the minus sign in Eq.3 is not significant: the shifted spectra do not interfere appreciably. The result is a cavity field fluctuation spectrum characterised by a "twin peaks" structure as illustrated in Fig.1(b) and also in [16] . The green trace shows the phase of the Pound-Drever-Hall signal used to lock the cavity: while not a sensitive detection method, it follows the phase of the field so more directly representsx(ω): the latter is peaked at ω = ω M , in contrast with the cavity intensity modulations which are peaked at ω M ± ω d .
The effect of the frequency modulation, ω M (t) = ω M + 2ω 2 cos 2ω d t however, is to couplex(ω) directly tox(ω ± 2ω d ); in that case,x(ω) acquires corresponding sidebands which, as illustrated in Fig.1(c) , cause the two main peaks of the shifted spectraX
Full details are in [30] , but this can be understood from a simple argument. For modest backaction (ḡ small), we can writeX ± (ω) in the form:
where theX th terms represent incoming thermal noises, Y BA represents the back-action terms driven by imprecision noise. The last two terms are corrections to account for the modulation ofω M ; the first comprises thermal effects, the second the corresponding backaction effects. For ω 2 = 0 and neglecting backaction, the shifted spectra arise mainly from incoming thermal noisesX th 
The anti-Stokes sideband for example, is primarily due to the weighted thermal noise
, yielding the "twin peaks" structure since the ratio of the twin peak weights
The main effect of ω 2 is to introduce the extra correction from theX ω2 term which means replacing the thermal weights:
Evaluating the corrections (the terms in square brackets) near the frequency peaks of the noise, we find they are ≈ (2ω d ± ω 2 )/2ω d so the ratio of peaks in the PSD would be:
predicting a full cancellation for 2ω d ∼ ω 2 . For the standard optomechanical equations, Eq.2 and itsx(ω) equivalent are solved to obtain S XX (ω) and S yy (ω) or S youtyout (ω) in closed form.
However, for the modulated spectra this is not possible:ŷ(ω) depends on shiftedx(ω) spectra; and the ω 2
FIG. 2:
Comparison of the analytical split-sideband calculations with stochastic numerics and fast cavity model, with increasingḡ, ω2 for an optically trapped particle for thermal spectra, far from the quantum limit. Here, peak heights scale with ΓM and r is independent of ΓM . In this regime, to obtain Syy(ω) in units of Hz −1 , for arbitrary ΓM , graphs should be scaled as Syy(ω) × ΓM /0.8; in turn, for the optically trapped nanoparticles in [16] , ΓM 0.2 × 10 4 P , where the gas pressure ranges from P = 1 − 10 −8 mbar. κ/2 = 130 × 2π kHz, ∆ −75 × 2π kHz. Parameters are far from the sideband-resolved limit, so the fast-cavity model also gives reasonable results. N = 100, 200, 300, 400 in Eq.8 hence (i) ω2/2ω d = 0.05,ḡ = 8500s
modulation couplesx(ω) spectra to the displacement spectrax(ω ± 2ω d ). Eqs.3 and 4 are instead solved iteratively, assumingḡ, ω 2 κ, ω M and retaining terms up to cubic order inḡ, ω 2 (see [30] ). In the thermal regime, the resulting equations are tested against a set of numerical stochastic equations and another model, used to simulate optically trapped particles [16, 29] , as seen in Fig.2 .
We then take Γ M → 0 which for cooling parameters (red-detuned light) takes the system down to the quantum backaction limit, where the heating is limited by quantum shot noise, n ph ≡ n BA ≈ (
we calculate S X ± X ± (the PSD forX ± (ω)), we find that it differs very little from the thermal spectrum. This indicates that even for Γ M = 0, a regime where the oscillator motion is completely driven by the incoming optical imprecision noise (quantum or classical in fact: this is true for a finite photon temperature), the shape, and r for S X ± X ± unchanged as shown in Fig.3(a) .
However, for S youtyout (ω), this is not the case: when the same solution used for Fig.3(a) is added and interfered with the incoming (imprecision) optical shot
Comparison between the thermal spectrum and the quantum limit, using the analytical solutions with increasing g, ω2 in the sideband-resolved limit, which can yield ground state cooling at sufficiently low pressures. (a) Shows S X ± X ± (ω) for Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands, as ΓM → 0 while the optomechanical cooling rate Γopt in each graph remains fixed. The individual sideband shapes are unchanged, but Stokes/anti-Stokes asymmetry develops. The symmetric classical spectra are scaled to a height of 1 corresponding to ΓM = 10
The same solutions in (b) are now added to incoming imprecision noise to obtain output spectra SY out Y out (ω). At high phonon occupancies, the shape is unchanged. As n ph → nBA, the ratio above the quantum imprecision floor alters significantly.(c) Shows individual contributions to the PSD; the pure backaction term has the same shape as the thermal split sidebands; its interference with incoming imprecision noise lowers the height of the ωM + ω d sideband.
noise, the sideband shape is unchanged for the thermal regime but changes significantly in the quantum backaction limit.
The underlying reason for this change can be understood as follows: the total back-action in Eq.4,
BA (ω)], which by itself still yields a ratio of r, develops correlations with the incoming imprecision termsŶ imp (ω) =â in +â † in − √ κŶ th . The key difference seen between S X ± X ± and S youtyout (ω) in the quantum limit, arise because:
The above two terms are contrasted in Fig.3(c) . Ponderomotive squeezing originates from such correlations [13] [14] [15] between backaction and incoming noise and, in the standard optomechanical case, it leads to a Fanolike line experimental profile [13] [14] [15] and (an often small) dip where the output light spectrum lies below the imprecision floor.
However, in the present case, the height of the ω M + ω d peak is lowered as it overlaps with a ponderomotive squeezing "dip" of the stronger peak as seen in Fig.3(b) , leading to a change in r: the sideband structure is more strikingly reshaped and the Γ M invariance of r is lost. Although ponderomotive squeezing does not require a ground state oscillator, for quantum shot-noise limited spectra, a change in r only becomes appreciable if n ph → n BA , leading to a noticeable decrease in height of the ω M + ω d peak above the imprecision noise level. Stochastic numerical model As outlined in [16, 29] , a nanoparticle in a hybrid electrical-optical trap experiences a dipole force potential V (x) = −hA|a(t)| 2 cos 2 (kx) from the optical standing wave of a cavity (with axis along x). In [16] , the depth of the potential A = 26 × 2π KHz, while the cavity photon number |a(t)| 2 fluctuates about mean value of ≈ 10 9 − 10 10 photons; k = 2π/λ with λ = 1064nm. The particle becomes trapped in a given optical well N , with anti-node (potential minimum) at x = X N where kX n = 2πN . It experiences also an additional oscillating harmonic potential
from an ion trap. We test our model by comparing with solutions of the equations of motion in these combined potentials, including also damping for the cavity (κ) and for mechanical degrees of freedom Γ M ) as well as stochastic Gaussian noise to allow for gas collisions and shot noise. This represents a stringent test of our analytical noise model since, in the numerics,ḡ, ω M and ω 2 are not even input parameters: they are themselves emergent properties of the numerical simulations. For |a(t)| 2 ≡ α, we find:
hence the equilibrium point of the oscillations x 0 (t) oscillates as sin(ω d t), leading to modulated ω M ,ḡ.
The fast mechanical motion x M (t) X M cos Φ M (t) where X M is the variance of the thermal motion, the phase being Φ M (t) = ω M (t)dt.
For a fast cavity, we can assume the cavity field follows x(t) with no delay; to simulate this we combine the slow x 0 (t) motion with the fast mechanical motion into the ansatz x(t) = X d sin(ω d t) + X M cos(ω M + ω2 2ω d sin 2ω d t). The Fourier transform of cos 2kx(t) using this ansatz, gives a reasonable approximation of the split-sideband spectrum, for a fast cavity. Fig.2 shows that it yields reasonable agreement with numerics and analysis. More importantly, it describes also scattering of light out of the cavity (illustrated in inset of Fig1(d)) which illustrated suppression of the ω M + ω d sideband.
While not a full demonstration, this classical-regime data does demonstrate the coherent relative phase accumulation and interplay between the slow and fast motions; it indicates that in combination with homodyne or heterodyne detection, split sideband asymmetries may be investigated experimentally once quantumlimited regimes are attained.
Conclusions Split sideband spectroscopy offers a promising new experimental signature; measurement of the ratio r complements Stokes/antiStokes asymmetry and offers an alternative probe of ponderomotive squeezing. For a system where the back-action spectra is noticeably reshaped by interference with incoming noise, a striking signature of the quantum limit potentially exists in a single sideband, since r is well defined and controllable. Conversely, the double-sidebands may offer an additional diagnostic of Stokes/antiStokes asymmetry as there are two pairs of peaks to compare.
